



Expansion of Stores Managed by the External Capital and 
their Acceptance among the Locals 
- Focusing on the Historic District in Kawagoe Developed as a Tourist Site -
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˔ǿ ʒŌ 1980 XYd[hgƴ˃W
_lʲāʳʲƴ˃Āʥɧƴ˃
[bvj^fv 
˓ǿ ǟƤǹ 1971 Ⱦȿcvy`Ȑ
˃àȔā;Ʌʈë>ɨę¡ 
ˏǿ ľƲǹ 1957 TYb\ʥɧ 
˒ǿ ʗʔǹ ƕ ɣȹĥĳʘŋʳʲŋ 
ˎǿ ȁġŀǹ 1977 ǆȶtSf^˃TYb\˃
ĶǠʥɧ˃ĮÅ˃ǪčɿÀ/¨ǯÑ  ¯
Ƀ 2 ʓªŎčã9#MªŎeVˉǿ;ÉŋƉ 
ʓªŎčãø ªŎeVˉǿ;ÉŋŋȴȡƉ 
áǓʍ Ê  ʴ 3ǿ 9ŋȴ 
ēǥǹ ŀɲ 5ǿ 12ŋȴ 
ʒŌ ǫıĎ 2ǿ 3ŋȴ 
Ŀľǹ ¶Ƌ 3ǿ 6ŋȴ 
ĞËǹ ɣǭ 2ǿ 3ŋȴ 
Ƀ 3 ªŎeV;¨ƴÏÉŋœŦ 











˓ǿ 50ŋ 42ŋ 8ŋ 0ŋ 
ˏǿ 38ŋ 36ŋ 2ŋ 0ŋ 
˒ǿ 18ŋ 18ŋ 0ŋ 0ŋ 













































 ƽ9 1982 ňK 2015 ňD5; 33 ňʚËʾƼ
Ƃ:1983/1985/1966/1988/1990 ňʿ;c¬Ĩčĉ
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ěʑɮƤŋȴdUv UdsĲɤ 8ƴ 
ŅěÉɹ·ŋȴ Oŋ ŋʗ ʥɧɨę 
ǹÇÉɹĶɊƸŋȴ Pŋ ŋʗ ȸĻ 
ǹěÉɹĶɊƸŋȴ Rŋ ŋʗ ­ʸŁū 
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